Machine translation has great potential to expand the audience for ever increasing digital collections. Success of data driven machine translation systems is governed by the volume of parallel data on which these systems are being modelled. The languages which do not have such resources in huge quantity, the optimum utilisation of them can only be assured through their quality. Morphologically rich language like Hindi poses further challenge, due to having more number of orthographic inflections for a given word and presence of non-standard word spellings in the corpus. This increases the chances of getting more number of words which are unseen in the training corpus. In this paper, the objective is to reduce redundancy of available corpus and utilise the other resources as well, to make best use of resources. Reduction in number of words unseen to the translation model is achieved through text noise removal, spell normalisation and utilising English WordNet (EWN). The test case presented here is for English-Hindi language pair. The results achieved are promising and set example for other morphological rich languages to optimise the resources to improve the performance of the translation system.
INTRODUCTION
Machine translation technology can play a vital role in any domain where multi-lingual content is used. Library and information science also deal with multi-lingual contents. For accessing multi-lingual contents query translation is the commonly used. The data driven machine learning methods have over-shadowed the traditional approaches of rule based systems. As the name suggests these methods are based on the knowledge mined from the available resources. Statistical machine translation models make use of parallel set of sentences which are translations of each other. Here, the probabilities of translations of different word or phrase pairs are learned from their appearances in the parallel corpus. Bigger the size of this parallel corpus better the chances of learning probabilities reliably. But it goes easy in saying, as practically it has been seen that such large sized parallel resources cease to exist. English-Hindi pair is no exception to it. The building of such resource is time consuming and expensive task.
The phrase pairs which are considered translations of each other are learnt from the corpus. Analysing the corpus, it is observed that various types of noises exist in their orthographic presence. These include different noises in corpus and nonstandard use of punctuation symbols and spellings. For making the best use of resources, the orthographic appearance consistency needs to be maintained in training, development and test data. Different noises are filtered and spellings are mapped to single spelling through normalisation process to reduce redundancy.
Further to it, the same word present in lower-case or true case would be treated as two different words in statistical learning e.g. 'Light' and 'light'. Beyond that, the words may be unknown to the translation model as presence of each word or each inflectional form of the word can not be guaranteed.
In the paper presented here we have also experimented with different combinations of punctuation symbols and casing. The best combination is decided based on the automatic evaluation measured through BLEU score.
This problem becomes severe when a morphologically rich language is involved in translation model. Morphological rich language encompasses various inflections of a word like 'लड़का, लड़के , लड़कों ' and if one of the inflection is not present in the training corpus, it would not get translated and would appear as unknown.
As the training corpus is of limited size, the possibility of a number of untranslated words appearing in the translated sentence can not be overruled. To handle this problem, we used other resource English WordNet which is a lexical database for english language. The methodology is based on the assumption that if a word is not seen in the training corpus, there is possibility that its equivalent synonym form might have appeared in the training corpus. We replace the OOV word with this synonym word. Now this sentence is sent for translation. In the current experiment, this exercise is limited to OOV words of noun and adjective syntactic categories.
The experimental results show that translation performance depends on the quality of the corpus and it needs to be utilised judicially and optimally.
LITeRaTURe RevIew
A number of research works have been reported for correcting the spelling errors, but pre-processing for machine translation in terms of removing noises and orthographic normalisation has not been reported much. Sproat 1 has also said that "text normalisation is not a problem that has received a great deal of attention, and approaches to it have been mostly ad hoc: to put the issue somewhat bluntly, text normalisation seems to be commonly viewed as a messy chore". Caseli 2 has experimented with casing and punctuation markers and have reported that these changes have significant impact on translation performance. But the experiments have not taken the spell normalisation, and use of other lexical resources like WordNet into consideration. Bojar 3 has looked into the data normalisation issues in phrase based machine translation but have not reported any experiment with punctuation and casing handling. Liu 4 has described some of the techniques for improving the corpus quality by filtering noise and selecting more informative sentences from the training corpus and the development corpus. Their work relates to selecting the best parallel sentence pairs out of a large parallel corpus, while in contrast our paper here talks about ensuring optimised use of small sized corpus. Various related work on pre-processing have shown that datasets require preprocessing based on the purpose it is to be used. Lane 4 used class-based translation and language models in speech-to-speech translation in travel domain and presented performance improvement by using a mechanism to handle out-of-vocabulary words. Singla 5 talks about using English WordNet for reducing data sparsity, but does not handle other preprocessing to reduce redundancy. Further, they are replacing each word with Synset ID and use factored SMT model, while we replace only OOV words with their respective synonym word in desired inflected form. The paper being presented here reports two types of preprocessing -First relates to the noise removal and ensuring consistency in corpus established through punctuation symbols, casing and spell normalisation. The second type of pre-processing is to make use of the other available lexical resources like English WordNet (EWN) to address the problem of Out Of Vocabulary (OOV) words.
STATISTIcAL MAcHINE TRANSLATION
The background papers on this subject 6, 7 describe the statistical machine translation as, that if we are given a source language sentence S = s I 1 = s 1 . . . s i . . . s I , which is to be translated into a target language ('English') sentence T = t
Statistical machine translation is based on a noisy channel model. It considers T to be the target of a communication channel, and its translation S to be the source of the channel.
System may generate multiple translation sentences options and the problem of translation becomes identifying sentence T which fits as the best translation of the source sentence S. Hence the machine translation task becomes to recover the source from the target.
So, we need to maximise P(T|S). According to the Bayes rule,
Here, P(s|t) represents translation model and P(t) represents language model. Translation model plays the role of ensuring translation faithfulness and language model to ensure the fluency of translated output. Figure 1 shows the steps of a phrase based SMT system with pre-processing. The bi-lingual and mono-lingual data are fed to the pre-processing as discussed in the following sections and then translation models and language models are trained on the pre-processed data. These trained models are used by the decoder for translating a given source to target language sentence.
4.
PRE-PROcESSING The pre-processing described in the paper is limited to casing, punctuation symbols and spell normalisation. These are described in the following sub-sections.
4.1
casing Capitalisation is language specific orthographic convention. English uses capitalisation while Hindi does not have this feature. In English, capitalisation is used in the beginning of sentences, to indicate named entities or for proper nouns. This in turn may help to facilitate part-of-speech tagging and named entity recognition (NER). But capitalisation may counter impact the performance of statistical machine translation, as the occurrence of words with and without capitalisation would be treated as two separate words and this in turn may reduce their number of counts in the corpus. This helps in reducing data sparsity problem. True casing is to keep the word in their natural case and changing the word at the beginning of the sentences to their most frequent form. Lower casing is meant by converting each word to lower cased form irrespective of their position or role in the sentence.
Punctuations
punctuation is a mechanism by which one tries to express the emphasis and for clarity of expression. It helps the reader in terms of readability of an expression. Additionally, punctuation becomes very important in respect of conveying the intended meaning of an expression, as the placement of punctuation marks also helps in disambiguation of an expression.
Spell Normalisation of Hindi corpus
Hindi language is the official language of India and is the third most spoken language of the world. Spell normalisation is a process by which text is transformed in some way to make it consistent in terms of usage of spellings for the given word throughout the text. The intention behind this activity is to reduce lexical redundancy. Different types of normalisations applied to the corpus for our experiment are described follows: (a) Same word can be written into multiple ways orthographically e.g. सम्बं ध / सं बं ध / सम्बन्ध / सं बन्ध (sambandh, 'relation'). These forms are very productive in nature and almost are found in the text. In normalisation process, these are mapped to one single form with the help of rules. The rule for handling these, is that the 'fifth letters' (पं चमाक्षर) of the alphabet sequence for the given class of consonants and Anuswar (अनु स्वार) can be used interchangeably. If fifth letter of a class of consonants precedes any of the four remaining letters of the same class, the Anuswar can be used in place of that fifth letter; e.g. कं घा (kangha, 'comb'), झं डा (jhanda, 'flag'), कं धा (kandha, 'shoulder'), कं पन (kampan, 'vibration') etc. can be written in place of कङघा, झण्डा, कन्धा, कम्पन, respectively. (b) Analysing the text it is observed that it is a customary practice to use nasalisation signs Chandrabindu (चं िबं दु ) or Anuswar (चं िबं दु ु ) for marking nasalisation in the word. However, in very few words, the use of nasalisation sign chandrabindu is sometimes necessary to avoid ambiguity in meaning and to mark distinction between words like हं स ( hans , 'swan' ) and हँ स (haNs, 'laugh') etc. But these types of words are very limited, so for the MT experiment purpose we have mapped these to one single form with Anuswar.
(c) Words of persio-arabic origin adapted in hindi vocabulary have to be written with Nukta (a dot below letter), but these appear with or without Nukta in corpus; e.g. ज़मीन / जमीन (zameen/jameen, ground/Earth). In the normalisation process all these are mapped to without Nukta form. (d) Data encoded in unicode may have more than one way of storage for the same words e.g. hindi word पहाड़ (pahaar, 'mountain') if written with pre-composed character ड़, will have character storage as प ह ◌ा ड़ , while with combining sequences it will have character sequence of प ह◌ा ड◌ ़ .
To normalize this we have mapped both representations to single one, the pre-composed character. (e) Same words may be represented in more than one way depending on the presence of ZWJ / ZWNJ (zero width joiner / zero width non-joiner). For experiment purpose, in normalisation process these are mapped to single representation by removing the ZWJ / ZWNJ. e.g. भि, भक् ि त (bhakti, 'devotion'). Normalisation of the corpus was done on both English and Hindi corpora. Besides above, it also covered the following:
• Devanagari digits are converted to European digits (०, १, २, ३… to 0,1,2,3… ) • Punctuation symbol semi-colon ';' to comma ',' and sentence end-markers to dot '.' where it appeared as Devanagari danda (|). , as these were inconsistently used in corpus.
• Non-ASCII punctuations are replaced with their ASCII equivalents.
It is also observed that english words which are written in devanagari do not appear in a consistent form e.g. साइकल / साइिकल / साईिकल (bicycle). This is because of not having standard dictionary of writing these words. The spell variants which appear due to un-stable orthography are left un-handled in this experiment.
cORPUS STATISTIcS
The experiments described in this paper were carried out using a corpus of total 43977 pairs of english-hindi (enhi) parallel sentences with 601924 tokens in english and 615911 tokens in hindi. This corpus contains sentences from the tourism domain (ILCI corpus), grammar books, travel and tourism domain sentences from web and manually translated sentences. The Indian Languages Corpora Initiative (ILCI) project initiated by the MeitY, govt. of India has a collection parallel corpora for various languages. For our experiment, we have included tourism domain english-hindi corpus of 25 K sentences from ILCI. The corpus contains sentences covering travel conversations and information about different visiting places, the monuments, temples, parks etc.
The corpus has been divided in 3 sets -training, development and test corpus. The size and distribution details are given in the Table 1.
PRE-PROcESSING EXPERIMENTS
For arriving at the most suitable settings in pre-processing of the corpus various combinations have been tried out. First, for handling punctuation symbols the two modes used are with retaining or removing the punctuation symbols in both (En-Hi) sides of corpus. Second, for dealing with cases, either lowercasing or true-casing have been tried out. In true-casing, the initial words in each sentence are converted to their most probable casing. This requires True-caser model, which is trained on statistics extracted from the training corpus itself. The model is used for english. The third setting was with or without spell normalisation of the corpus. This is achieved through an in-house developed hindi spell normaliser which handles spell normalisation cases as detailed in section 4. Table 2 given below lists different pre-processing settings. As the last step of pre-processing, to clean-up the parallel corpus, duplicate sentences, empty lines and sentences having more than specified length were removed. Redundant space characters were also removed. For consistent handling of punctuation symbols, spaces have been inserted between words and punctuation symbols.
For the training of the statistical models, standard word alignment gIZA++ 8 and language modeling toolkit KenLM 9 were used. For translation, MOSES 10 phrase based SMT decoder has been used. For evaluation, the automatic evaluation metric BLEU 11 scores are calculated to measure translation output. The main parameters of the Moses configuration were 5 iterations of IBM-1 and HMM and 3 iterations of IBM-3 and IBM-4 for gIZA++, the maximum phrase length was set to 7 and the option of reordering set as true. The parameters of phrase-based translation systems are tuned on development set using MERT
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.
Eight experiments were performed with the settings of the above described three features as listed in Tables 2 and  3 . The settings of training, test and development corpus were kept similar. The language models (LMs) were built using target language corpus after preprocessing it similar to training corpus for the respective experiment.
The assumption taken was that for better performance of the SMT system the both training and test data should be in sync and should use the consistent forms of the words throughout. Not being so, the words seen by the training corpus may be unseen by the test corpus due to their presence in dissimilar form.
REDUcING SPARSITY USING WORDNET
The small size of the training corpus increases chances of words appearing as OOVs. The shortage of parallel corpus is compensated here by utilising other available resources. The experiment presented here makes use of English WordNet, a lexical database of words.
The methodology adopted here is based on the assumption that synonym words mostly have similar translations. So, here we replace an OOV word of particular syntactic category with its most frequent synonym word present in the training model. The presence of synonym word is checked by searching it in the source side training vocabulary list. To maintain the inflectional similarity, the synonym word is converted to desired inflected form as of OOV word. The experiment presented here is limited to the OOV words of common noun, adjective and adverb categories. From the syntactic distribution of the OOV words, it is observed that these constitute of 42 per cent of the total OOV words. The proper nouns are open class words and are mostly transliterated. If we leave the proper nouns, we can see that the three categories handled in this paper constitute 76 per cent of total OOV words.
Model trained PUNC
The best setting observed in the pre-processing with respect to casing, punctuation symbols and spell normalisation is used for performing experiment pertaining to use of synonyms for OOV words which are extracted from English WordNet. The Fig. 2 given below shows the flow of the methodology adopted in experiment.
For observing the effect of synonym replacement, we selected a subset of test set which contained at least one word which is OOV. There were 786 such sentences out of test set of 2195 sentences. After that, the set was further reduced which contained sentences wherein synonym of any OOV word (of syntactic category adjective, noun or adverb) is present in training corpus. This sentence set contained 73 sentences.
The BLEU score for this test set was found 11.26. After replacing OOVs with synonym words having presence in training corpus a higher BLEU score of 12.75 was noticed. This shows a gain of +1.49 BLEU points (i.e. 13 per cent) which is quite promising. We also got the translations compared manually and it also resulted in similar observation. Out of this test set of 73 sentences, 47 sentences showed better results while in 26 sentences the replaced words translation was not in context or the replaced word did not get translated. Table 3 lists the values of BLEU scores 11 for preprocessing experiments. The BLEU scores shown in the table indicate that for English to Hindi translation best results are obtained with keeping the punctuation symbols intact, lower casing the source (English) side and with spell normalized text. The findings with english to hindi translation experiments, are in conformance to the observations of Caseli 2 . Results of english to hindi translation experiments show that the spell normalisation gives improvements in BLEU scores. This can be observed by comparing the BLEU scores of M1-M2, M3-M4, M5-M6 and M7-M8, as for these pairs, the other two features are kept constant. Through experiments with punctuation markers, the BLEU scores indicate that retaining punctuation markers is better than not having punctuation markers (M1-M5, M2-M6, M3-M6 and M4-M8). While with true-casing the reverse phenomenon is observed. The BLEU scores drops down when True-casing is applied. The BLEU scores are higher with training and test corpus in lowercase format.
ObSERVATIONS AND DIScUSSION
Out of the three features, it can be observed that spell normalisation process has maximum impact on translation performance improvement. Out of vocabulary words not only lower the performance in terms of BLEU score but also affect the readability and make the translated text difficult to comprehend.
The Table 4 given in Annexure lists some of the example source language sentences, its translation, the sentence after replacement of OOV word with its synonym and its translated sentence. The OOV word and their synonym words are shown in italicised form.
9.
cONcLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK The paper presents some experiments pertaining to preprocessing on training and test corpora and use of other available resources to reduce sparsity. It is observed that for EnglishHindi translation best results are obtained with keeping the punctuation symbols intact, lower casing the source (English) side and with spell normalized text. Spell normalisation process influenced the translation to the maximum over the other two preprocessing -casing and punctuation symbols. participation of punctuation symbols also helps in forming better phrases in the phrase-table and their presence impacted positively.
Similarly, use of other resources for reducing OOVs with their synonyms proved a positive step and it ensures to make maximum out of available resources. The best combinations in pre-processing will be used as baseline cases in performing future experiments. Future work will include re-ordering source sentences to expected target side word order, and normalisation of named entities in the phrase based SMT.
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Improved cases:
Original sentence: You never read a lesson of humbleness in the school 
